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		Make amazing robots and gadgets with two of today’s hottest DIY technologies. With this easy-to-follow guide, you’ll learn how to build devices with Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0, the Arduino prototyping platform, and some add-on components to bridge the two. Mindstorms alone lets you create incredible gadgets. Bring in Arduino for some jaw-dropping functionality—and open a whole new world of possibilities.

	
		Build a drink dispenser, music synthesizer, wireless lamp, and more

	
		Each fun and fascinating project includes step-by-step instructions and clear illustrations to guide you through the process. Learn how to set up an Arduino programming environment, download the sketches and libraries you need, and work with Arduino’s language for non-programmers. It’s a perfect book for students, teachers, hobbyists, makers, hackers, and kids of all ages.

		
			Build a Drawbot that roams around and traces its path with a marker pen
	
			Construct an analog Mindstorms clock with hands that display the correct time
	
			Create a machine that mixes a glass of chocolate milk at the touch of a button
	
			Make a Gripperbot rolling robotic arm that you control wirelessly with Arduinos mounted on your arms
	
			Explore electronic music by building a guitar-shaped Lego synthesizer
	
			Build a Lego lamp with on/off and dimmer switches that you control with a smartphone application
	
			Jump feet first into the world of electronics, from learning Ohm’s Law to working with basic components


	
		You'll need the Bricktronics shield created for this book by Open Source Hardware kit maker Wayne and Layne, or you can build a breadboarded equivalent (see Chapter 10) for about $25 in parts.
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The Concise Corsini Encyclopedia of Psychology and Behavioral Science (Concise Encyclopedia of Psychology)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
It seems like only a few short months since we co-edited The Corsini Encyclopedia of Psychology and Behavioral Science. We have now compiled the materials for the “Concise” edition of these volumes. In this edition, we have asked previous authors to update their material to reflect the most recent ideas and research findings on their...
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Voice Interaction Design: Crafting the New Conversational Speech Systems (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"This is not simply a cookbook: Voice Interaction Design teaches craftsmanship through providing a broad and deep understanding of speech as well as exposure to the current state of voice interfaces. Harris's book offers invaluable insights for the thoughtful voice interface designer. " --Clifford Nass, Professor, Stanford University,...
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Social Solidarity and the GiftCambridge University Press, 2004
This book is the result of more than ten years of research and teaching about the themes of the gift and solidarity. It all started in 1992 when, in conversations with anthropologist Willy Jansen, I was put on the track of the gift literature. This was followed by an invitation from the Dutch newspaper Trouw on the occasion of its fiftieth...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Computer Basics (3rd Edition)Que, 2005
Think setting up your new PC is going to be a challenge that you don't have time for? Think again. Absolute Beginner's Guide to Computer Basics, Third Edition can make setting up and learning about your new computer fun and easy. Step-by-step instructions and helpful illustrations will show you...
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SOA GovernancePackt Publishing, 2008

	SOA Governance is the key to a successful adoption of Service-Oriented Architecture. It is the process of establishing a desired outcome for your efforts, and then leveraging people, policies, and processes to make that outcome a reality. This includes technical policies and standards that guide your design-time activities, policies and...
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Running Xen: A Hands-On Guide to the Art of VirtualizationPrentice Hall, 2008
“This accessible and immediately useful book expertly provides the Xen community with everything it needs to know to download, build, deploy and manage Xen implementations.”
—Ian Pratt, Xen Project Leader VP Advanced Technology, Citrix Systems
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